
Emergency Heating

System*
It will soon be time to think about heating and what

can be done in case of an emergency. We are indebted to
Fred Hellberg, Bird-in-Hand, Pa., for spotting this system
while on a trip to the Denver area.

Jack Davis, Davis Brothers Florists' Inc., Denver, Colo
rado, passed on the details of the methanol alcohol emer
gency heating system that they are using. We thought
that some of the growers in this area might be interested
in this different approach—especially since it requires a
minimum amount of an investment.

Here are the details: 16 - five quart paint buckets (the
metal ones that nest) are used for 10,000 square feet of
ground area covered. Each bucket is filled with about one
gallon of methanol alcohol. A gallon of the alcohol will
burn approximately two hours and puts out over 30,000
B.T.U.'s. Each grower has at least a four-hour supply of
alcohol.

In the Davis Brothers set-up, there are 44 growers and
each grower has enough buckets for their own greenhouse
range. Incidentally, the Davis Brothers group has over
2,000 buckets plus a reserve of nearly 6,000 gallons of
methanol alcohol stored away for any emergency.

The set-up by Davis Brothers is divided so that the
greenhouse having a problem, merely calls on other green
houses for assistance. The system has not been used by
any of the Davis Brothers growers, but they reported that
the emergency system really works. They pitched in to
help a neighboring florist who had boiler trouble and the
alcohol cans saved that grower from freezing.

*Reprinted from "Rathmcll's Report", September 1966 by James
K.Rathmell, Floriculture and Nursery Agent, Cooperative Exten
sion Service, Pennsylvania

N. Y. Florist's Club Scholarship

Philip Allen of Ithaca, representing The New York Florists' Club,
presents the scholarship check to Ed Kabelac. Ed is a senior in the
Department of Floriculture.

A list of each of the greenhouses along with the total
number of buckets and alcohol on hand is posted in the
greenhouses. In addition to this list, the following pro
cedure sheet is posted. We are indebted to Jack Davis for
giving us permission to pass on the contents of their pro
cedure sheet.

PROCEDURE FOR BURNING ALCOHOL

(METHANOL) FOR EMERGENCY HEATING

DO-

PLAN AHEAD—

locate cans (5 qt and 5 gallon) blitz cans in
central location.

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING—

do some preliminary testing—work out prob
lems that pertain to your individual green
house. Be familiar with the method of getting
alcohol out of drums on hand. Use either

spigot or pump.

PLAN YOUR CAN SPACING—

25' - 30' distance for outside perimeter spac
ing with random interior spacing for the bal
ance of cans or as temperature requires.

TWO MEN OPERATION—

first man fills 5 qt cans % full—(1 gal). Sec
ond man follows a can or more behind drop
ping a lighted match into the filled can. Fill
and light outside perimeter cans first.

PLAN ADDED SAFETY FEATURES—

rubber gloves, boots and trousers can be an
added safety feature as they will absorb no
alcohol.

PLAN MISCELLANEOUS NEEDS—

electric lanterns, flashlights to assist in work
ing in the dark.

DON'T—

DON'T—

allow unlighted cans of alcohol to sit around.

DON'T—

refill cans until they have cooled—when they
burn out, they will cool rapidly.

DON'T—

get near a flame if you have spilled alcohol on
your hands or clothing.

DON'T—

hesitate to call for additional help or supplies.

DON'T—

ever siphon alcohol from barrels.

If regular heating returns to normal, burning cans may
be snuffed out by covering with a metal or asbestos
cover—then let cans cool, and return contents to drum.
Prolonged use without venting may cause an oxygen
problem.


